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Details of Visit:

Author: donnyw
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 Oct 2015 11:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

As described by many people, GFE is a nice, clean place. We used the VIP suite which has a nice
big bed, decent shower, mirrors all around.

The Lady:

Both Farrah and Faith are stunning. I believe Farrah has now left so I'll concentrate mostly on Faith
for this review. Faith is toned and slim with nice, large breasts and is very cute, a really sweet girl.

The Story:

I'd always wanted a threesome, it's on my bucket list! I got a decent bit of money out of the blue and
I had already been contemplating it for my birthday the next month but had been very hesitant as I
knew I couldn't really afford it. When that money came in my mind was made up instantly. I rang up,
asking questions, sussing out which girls - I like non smokers, young, fit and who will enjoy
interacting with each other. Farrah and Faith sounded perfect so I booked for first thing in the
morning - I barely slept that night!

I arrived at 11 and when I saw the girls I knew I was in for a nice time. I waited while they got ready
which built up the excitement, then we ascended the famous stairs, right to the top with two
gorgeous bums in my face. It was the best walk up stairs ever but difficult with what was occurring
in my boxer shorts, I had to keep rearranging things. We got in the room and I had two gorgeous
girls in their underwear discussing with me what we would be doing - just talking about it was
heaven. For £150 for half hour it would include all the usual GFE services on myself from both girls,
and the two girls would kiss and caress each other (£65 each plus £20 for them kissing each other).
Them performing oral on each other would be extra, but to be honest just two sexy, naked girls
kissing each other is enough for me, I find that the sexiest thing two girls can do.

I showered while they took the cash down stairs (I'd showered before I left home but thought I'd get
everything squeaky clean for them) they returned and asked if I'd like a massage. I said no to that, I
wanted to get started proper, although a four hand massage may have been quite fun. We started
kissing with hands everywhere, me kissing each of them - Faith was the best kisser with beautiful
soft lips; me trying to kiss them both at same time - we laughed about this because I asked if that
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was even possible and they said, amused, we can give it a try -I was like a kid in a sweet shop!; and
finally them kissing each other gently, seductively with tongues, which was pure heaven to watch. I
was removing their underwear as they kissed each other sensually.

I'd been playing the scenarios over in my head the night before, combinations of things you can only
do with two girls and you can't do with one. The girls obliged with everything I suggested, as well as
being somewhat proactive themselves, and it was just a banquet for the senses. Here's some of
those scenarios:

So at this stage we were sat on the raised seating area and one girl began kissing me while the
other gave me oral, both stroking my balls.

I then laid on the bed, both of them giving me oral, swapping between both licking/sucking my cock,
one licking my balls while the other sucked/licked cock, alternating between them.

Faith rode me while Farrah sat on my face, her pussy tasted lovely as I thrusted up into Faith and
both moaned with pleasure.

I had sex with Farrah missionary whilst Faith licked and stroked my balls, and then the two kissed
each other. I absolutely loved watching that, my head close to theirs as I watched. I had to stop and
take my cock out of Farrah a few times as watching them kiss was sending me over the edge! I
kissed each of them as well as I continued in missionary with Farrah, and I had a taste of Faith's
sweet pussy.

I tried Farrah doggy style but it was a bit tight for me, but I had better look with Faith in that position
as they both kissed.
When you go from penetrating one girl to the other they have to change condoms which is a little bit
of a drag but not major. But all in all it's a fantastic experience. It was Faith and Farrah's first time
together and they seemed very natural and comfortable with each other and with me.

If you've not tried a duo, two girl, whatever other name you can give it, I highly recommend it as a
gift to yourself. Unfortunately Farrah has left now, I believe, but I would highly recommend Faith,
alone or with another carefully selected girl (talk to her and see if there's a particular girl she likes
because she is definitely into girls). Faith is cute, sexy and just seems a lovely, sweet affectionate
girl and I like that. She would be nice on her own too and I think I'll try that as she's a lovely kisser
and just generally lovely.
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